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Assessment Overview

"If partners know where they want to go, and they have a plan and will execute it,
the odds of getting there are high."
- Arlin Sorensen, VP, Ecosystem Evangelism, ConnectWise
Congratulations on completing the ConnectWise Modes Theory Assessment, your �rst step
in a new discovery process. Modes Theory™ (aka Modes) begins by helping partners
cultivate and develop a growth mindset. Then through interrelated concepts, tools, and
benchmarks, business owners and their teams engineer a resilient and pro�table business
while still navigating uncertainty and continuous change. At ConnectWise, we believe in a
partnership that seeks to understand your most ambitious vision of success and enable
sound decision-making along the journey. Modes helps you clarify that vision, align your
team, and chart your course to get there.
Developing a deeper understanding of your current and future "mode" helps you take
advantage of purpose-built training, peer groups, solutions, and ecosystem resources. As
your business model, culture, strategy, and leadership approach come into alignment with
behaviors and actions that are best practices for your Mode, you’ll see exciting results. You
may use the assessment as a self-guided tool or with other resources to help guide your
path.

_________
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YOUR RESULTS
Modes Mindset™ and Journey Responses

Your identi�ed Modes Mindset and partner journey responses are shown below and
discussed in the following sections.
The OML scale looks at the operational characteristics of TSPs and rates them on a scale
of 1-5 on their ability to operate their businesses in an optimal way, ultimately re�ected by
their pro�tability. The OML scale is detailed in the Appendix.
Mode Mindset You Selected

Value Builder

De�nition of Value Builder: The Value Builder is focused on creating consistent increases in value over
time. It is growth-based but is run with pro�tability in mind. A focused commitment to intentionality
about creating that consistent up-and-to the right value proposition.
Modes Characteristics: In addition to your identi�ed Modes Mindset, here is a breakdown of your
assessment responses, which predict each of the four Modes. You may see responses indicating Modes
other than the one you selected. If so, consider reevaluating your Mode against the Modes Pro�le table
below. Also, consider including input from people you trust. Modes are not determined by maturity or
size. Instead, different Modes exhibit different Operational Maturity Levels™ (OMLs) across the range of
business performance. Modes Characteristics are qualitative and quantitative, and your Mode can
change over time as your business needs change.

Mode

Your Response Count

Startup

0

Balance Builder

1

Value Builder

6

Empire Builder

1

_________
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Attributes

Partner Journey Responses

Where are
you going?
(Where;
Why)

Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy.
Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy.
Destination test copy. Destination test copy.

What’s your
journey?
(How)

Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy.
Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy.
Journey test copy.

What’s your
timeline?
(When)

Long term (5-10 years)

Mode Pro�le: Value Builder
Value Builder Positives
Consistent growth brings stability and positive “up and to the right” direction
The culture is developed and becoming structured; people understand the norms of behavior.
You and your team share the load of managing and leading.
Value Builder Challenges
The expectation of accountability has increased, both for you and your team.
The chaos and excitement of growing a business may transition to busyness and repeatability.
Knowing what good looks like and best-in-class performance may create a bar that is di�cult to achieve.
Common Mistakes
Pursuing �nancial and operational goals at the expense of health, family, and friends.
Failing to zoom out to understand and plan according to the destination, journey, and time horizon.
Choosing to rely on future value creation to provide �nances for the next chapter or retirement without
accepting the reality of the �nancial picture.
Mentor/Guidance
Build a team with leadership skills to execute responsibilities, grow according to plan, and position you to
pursue your next chapter. Make yourself expendable.
Discipline yourself to de�ne the end you’re looking for �nancially and establish related time horizons.
_________
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Educate yourself about exiting the business when the time is right. (Excellence in operations, due diligence, tax
planning, and proactive deal conversations)
Commonly Heard Things You May Regret Later
“I’m working long and hard hours, but we’re doing OK. At some point, we’ll be rewarded by selling for the
valuations everyone else is getting today.”
“As the principal, I lead our company and our sales team. We’ve struggled somewhat keeping leaders and
salespeople as our growth has become steady, but I don’t see a reason to change how I’m involved.”
“I hear about companies adopting EOS and developing plans. We didn’t need those to get where we are, so you
know, ‘if it ain’t broke…’”
“Best-in-class metrics and practices are for larger companies in bigger cities and don’t apply to me. We don’t
need to keep score in terms of our performance.”

_________
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Your OML Score

3.33

The OML scale looks at the operational characteristics of TSPs and rates them on a scale
of 1-5 on their ability to operate their businesses in an optimal way, ultimately re�ected by
their pro�tability. The OML scale is detailed in the Appendix.

Assessment Answers
PROFILE

Name: Scott Scrogin
Company: Acme IT, LLC (Test company)
Email: sscrogin@connectwise.com
Role: Owner/Shareholder
Number of owners: 2

PART 1: PARTNER JOURNEY
2. What’s your destination?
Answer: Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy.
Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy. Destination test copy.
3. What’s your journey?
Answer: Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy.
Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy. Journey test copy.
4. What’s your time horizon?
Answer: Long term (5-10 years)

PART 2: MODES THEORY CHARACTERISTICS
6. Which Mode below best describes your current mindset about your business?
Answer: Value Builder
7. Which option below best describes your focus on work and life?
Answer: C. Consistent growth
8. Which option below best describes the purpose of your business?
Answer: C. Work to build value (and increase income year over year)
_________
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9. Which option below best describes your primary reason for worry and risk in your business?
Answer: B. Interruption in spinning off cash.
10. Which option below best describes your source of �nancing?
Answer: C. Company debt
11. Which option below best describes your status of pro�tability?
Answer: C. Slow improvement toward Best in Class
12. Which option below best describes accountability in your culture?
Answer: D. Required and enforced
13. Which option below best describes your sales approach?
Answer: C. Trying to implement
14. Which option below best describes your perspective on growth?
Answer: C. Planned
15. What Mode best describes your most likely future Mode?
Answer: The company’s future Mode will stay or change to Value Builder.

PART 3: OPERATIONAL MATURITY LEVEL TRAITS
17. What best describes the structure of your Chart of Accounts for Services Revenues and COGS?
Answer:
18. What is your method for managing cross-selling to existing accounts?
Answer: C. Services revenues captured by each offering; Services labor payroll for billed hours in COGS,
unbilled in G&A.
19. How would you describe your project delivery methodology?
Answer: D. Cross-selling goals are set for most signi�cant accounts and attainment persistently
managed.
20. To what extent do you require your clients to comply with your technology standards?
Answer: C. Mostly complete, used on over 75% of projects, key metrics reported by project.
21. How do you assess risk to deal with the client's own IT operational maturity level?
Answer: D. Standards de�ned, higher fee for non-compliance.
22. What is your sales management methodology?
Answer: C. Semi-formal process performed frequently but not offered as a consulting engagement.

_________
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23. What is your opt-in selection for sharing data from the assessment?
Answer: C. Most leads tracked in a system, probability of close steps de�ned but compliance is not
uniform, sales team is managed primarily by production level.

_________
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Next Steps: Where to Go from Here
There are two main options for moving forward:
1. Self-guided journey: Use the resources in this report and on the Modes Theory webpage in a self-

service approach to your journey as a business and within the ConnectWise ecosystem.
2. Guided journey: Let us share and teach what we’ve learned working with other partners. We'll

match you with the right colleagues, share our tools and frameworks, and provide decision
support.
In either case, you must decide to start. Here are key activities to help you take the next step and
maximize your value:
1. Understand your Modes Theory Assessment.
2. Discuss the results with your partners, teams, and peers.
3. Plan IT Nation activities for you and your team through 2022-2023.
1. Conferences (IT Nation Connect, IT Nation Secure)
2. Community Groups (IT Nation Share)
3. IT Nation Evolve Peer Groups (Owners, Service Executives, M&A, CFO, other)
4. Leadership Development (University, additional resources)
4. Investigate opportunities with Service Leadership Inc.'s SLIQ and Report Bundles.
5. Consider sharing parts of your Modes Assessment with ConnectWise colleagues to improve

understanding and guidance related to your Mode.
We know you have many reasons to be proud of your accomplishments. Ultimately, the Modes Theory
Assessment may expand your awareness of the uniqueness, health, and future of your mindset and your
business. The goal is to help you understand yourself better through your eyes and through t he eyes of
your partners, team, and peers.
We also know the world has changed and continues to change rapidly. The agility of TSPs is being
tested. In the past, you moved a few key levers to run your business. Today you’re more like a sound
engineer adjusting the many channels on the equalizer to produce the quality experience people expect.
You know business models change, and superior business models win. You, your team, your peers, and
ConnectWise can help you determine what success looks like and plan a path to get there. We encourage
you to choose the best journey to your destination.
______

“Dream big, start small, but most of all, start.”
– Simon Sinek

_________
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Appendix
Modes Assessment Overview
What is a Mode?
A Mode is the outcome or success you are looking for. The Mode combines how you de�ne success, manage your
service delivery offerings, lead your teams, build systems, and develop partnerships.
A Mode re�ects a way of business thinking and acting. It’s qualitative and quantitative, and it’s not an unchanging label.
Company owners change Modes over time and experience different needs. Modes are not determined by maturity or
size. Modes Mindsets in�uence and inform the thought processes, vision setting, behaviors, and outcomes of owners,
leaders, and teams.
Why are Modes important?
Clearly understanding your Mode helps you understand where you and your business are today. This understanding
clari�es where you want to go and how best to get there. Additionally, the Modes conversation may validate or
challenge mindsets, decisions, and plans with your team, peers, customers, and ConnectWise colleagues. Something as
simple as aligning your destination and your time horizon may signi�cantly impact how you lead in future years.
What are the Modes?
Today we categorize TSPs into four Modes: Startup, Balance Builder, Value Builder, and Empire Builder. Each Mode
exhibits a unique purpose, strategies, and vision of success, as well as commonality in how to amplify people,
productivity, and pro�ts.
Review the Modes Pro�le table below for characteristics of Value Builder, the Mode you selected. Ask yourself and your
team questions such as:
1. Does the Mode I'm in re�ect the mindset I have today? If not, what needs to adjust or change?
2. Will the Mode I'm in allow me to achieve my destination within my required time horizon? If not, what needs to
adjust or change?
3. What one or two decisions do I need to make to increase my chances of reaching my desired destination?

_________
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Partner Mode Interview Videos (See Modes Resources website for full list.)
Startup: Build the right foundation(3:29); Full interview with Partner (42:08)
Balance Builder: Is there another path? (1:05); What's most important?(1:49); Full interview with
Partners (47:36)
Value Builder: Building value in the company (3:46); Journey: Start Up, Value Builder, Empire Builder
(3:40); Full interview with Partners (59:55)
Empire Builder: Importance of velocity (1:14); Innovating for faster acquisition (1:01); Full interview with
Partner (38:34)
View a higher resolution version of the Modes Mindset Pro�le here.

_________
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Job Roles and Modes
A fundamental concept of Modes Theory is that people have unique mindsets; therefore, people have
unique Modes. Only you can de�ne your destination for your business and life, how you plan to reach
that destination, and your timeline. At the same time, the Mode Mindsets of those around you in�uence
your alignment, decision-making, planning, and ability to reach your destination. Here are examples of
v arious roles and Modes.
Individual owners: Individual business owners have a high degree of control over how their Mode
aligns with the direction and plans for their business, teams, outside parties, and lives. This control
can be healthy when what you think aligns with your behaviors. Lacking another set of eyes and
ears who know you well can create misalignment without your knowledge.
Multiple owners: Businesses with multiple owners may have a distributed degree of control over
how their Modes align with the direction and plans for their business, teams, outsides parties, and
lives. Autonomy and control may be traded for less risk and expanded talents.
One �nding of Modes Theory is that 10-20% of companies with multiple owners have owners with
different Modes Mindsets. This situation is not good or bad, but not acknowledging that different Modes
exist for different owners can create friction over time. Business owners - especially spouses - with
different Modes should identify and communicate where those differences occur (shared destination,
how to achieve objectives, time horizon, etc.) and regularly review gaps.
Leadership teams: Leadership teams commonly consist of multiple Mode Mindsets. As with
multiple owners, this is not good or bad. However, the Modes must be identi�ed and aligned with
the owners' plans and the business's destination. Many times, incentives contribute to alignment.
One �nding of Modes Theory reinforces the saying, “What got you here won’t get you there.” Multiple
partners give examples where actively pursuing their current Mode or moving to a new Mode meant their
current leadership team needed to change. That said, the Modes characteristics a leadership team
member is asked to align with at work may be different than how the employee behaves outside of work.
For example, the company’s Mode may involve borrowing, investing, and spending to drive growth with
increased risk, while the leadership team member may be a saver with low risk tolerance. This gap may
or may not be a �t depending on the leadership team member’s role (sales, service, admin)—but
identifying and acknowledging the gap is useful.
Businesses or organizations: The Modes Mindset of a company is the responsibility of and
primarily determined by the owner(s). The Modes Mindset of a company and the ability of the
owner(s) to reach the desired destination can be in�uenced by other sources and factors.
As a general example, owners who are Mode X may behave as if they are Mode Y, so other partners and
team members witness the Mode Y behavior and follow the examp le. What an owner thinks and wants is
_________
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shaped by how a second owner and others behave daily. Ideally, the Mode Mindset of the owner(s)
intentionally aligns with the leadership team to reach the destination as planned.
Solution partners and vendors: Modes plays a role for solution partners and vendors in their own
companies and target markets. Solution partners can improve communications and strengthen
relationships by understanding and aligning with the Modes of their customers.
Customers: Customers (or clients) are the mirror image of a TSP’s individual or multiple-owner
Mode scenario (see above). Businesses and organizations have destinations, paths, and
timelines, but those traits may not be self-evident and can often extend beyond the time horizon of
the TSP serving them. TSPs may select customers with whom they have an open dialog and then
build Modes conversations into owner-to- owner or VCIO-type meetings. Revisiting these
conversations periodically offers the TSP a competitive advantage because it helps them better
understand the customer’s mindset.

Variations of Modes
Typically, an individual or business does not exhibit all the traits of a single Modes Mindset pro�le.
Instead, the Mode will be a combination of characteristics across two or more Modes. Here are
examples.
Hybrid Modes: A Hybrid Mode describes an individual or business that exhibits a consistent
combination of multiple Mode traits, e.g., a Balance Builder/Value Builder hybrid. When working in
a Hybrid Mode, it’s essential to recognize behaviors associated with each Mode, how others see
them, and how they contribute to growth.
An example Hybrid Mode pro�le from the eight Modes Theory Assessment questions is Balance Builder =
3, Value Builder = 4, and Empire Builder = 1. There are no set rules, but typically a TSP in a Hybrid Mode
would score at least two and probably three points in multiple Mode Mindsets (e.g., 0/3/4/1 vs.
0/1/5/1). Rather than apply the Value Builder Mode exclusively, a review of the Modes trait pro�le would
likely produce a Balance Builder/Value Builder hybrid.
Transitional Modes: A Transitional Mode describes when a TSP intentionally moves from one
Mode to another. Unlike a Hybrid Mode, where a partner is relatively static in exhibiting various
traits of multiple Modes, a Transitional Mode involves a partner who knowingly follows a plan to
change proactively.
For example, a Value Builder may choose to transition to Empire Builder after success with a merger and
a de�ned desire to grow rapidly. Or a Balance Builder may transition to a Value Builder after their children
have left the house and they �nd more time to focus on steady growth leading to an eventual exit.
Similarly, a Value Builder may choose to transition to a Balance Builder later in their entrepreneurial
career to pursue interests outside the business.

_________
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Mode Changes: Mode changes refer to historical or future changes in Modes, whether planned or
unplanned. Mode changes result from business situations (partnership changes, industry trends,
team in�uence, etc.) and life situations (e.g., family events, educational milestones, health
changes, etc.). You can watch interviews with partners who changed Modes here, here, andhere,
along with other partner videos here.

Aligning Modes for Success
This section is designed to be used in alignment conversations with various teams on multiple topics.
This section provides an introduction to the Modes Alignment Workshop available to partners.
Aligning Modes with behaviors and resources improves the potential for reaching your destination
according to your timeline. As described above, there are multiple scenarios for Mode alignment and
misalignment.
After reviewing your Modes Theory Assessment Report, the goals of Mode alignment discussions are to:
1. Establish and prioritize what reasonable alignment looks like, given each unique situation.
2. Identify conditions and situations where alignment does not exist and the steps to improve

alignment. Also, identify areas of strong alignment to build further success.
3. Strengthen relationships among parties involved in Mode alignment.
4. Increase the likelihood of reaching your destination according to your timeline.

Example Alignment Scenarios and Discussion
Partner and Self-Assessment
What do other people you trust say is your predominant Modes Mindset and behavior?
How does this feedback combine with your self-awareness to in�uence your Mode?

Partner and Partner(s)
How do your individual Mode Pro�les compare? Which differences created questions, friction, and
opportunities towards your shared destinations, paths, and timelines?
Complete the Mode Theory Assessment together. What combined Mode and Modes Pro�le
results? Which differences created questions, friction, and opportunities towards your shared
destinations, paths, and timelines?

Partner(s) and leadership team
In a 1:1 setting, leadership team meeting, or workshop, review the Modes Theory Assessment
Report question-by-question. What behaviors in the business are most and least aligned with the
Mode of the business?

_________
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Which differences created questions, friction, and opportunities towards your shared
destinations, paths, and timelines?
How did your responses to the OML questions compare? Why did your OML scores differ?
What is the pro�le of the leadership team in terms of mix of Modes? Do members of the leadership
team align with the Modes pro�le of other members? If not, how does not aligning impact the
business in reaching its destination and timeline?

Hybrid Modes
Are we as owners and leadership team members aware of the key traits where we span multiple
Modes? Do these key traits add value to our business or create complexity?
Are we as owners and leadership team members clear about behaviors which impact our
performance and relationships between Modes? Where are opportunities for improvement?

Transition Modes
Are we as owners and leadership team members aware of the transition we are making between
Modes? Do we have a plan for an intentional transition that includes our team?
Do we agree on our timeline and the changes needed in our business and individual roles?

Mode Changes
How can we use our lessons learned and perspective on past or current Mode to shape and
improve our future?

_________
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"Regardless of what Mode you are in, knowing your Operational Maturity Level
and increasing your Operational Maturity Level will help you get to the destination
for that Mode. And it will even help you more easily move from Mode to Mode as
your goals change over time."
- Paul Dippell, VP, Ecosystem Evangelism, ConnectWise
______
Since 2005, Service Leadership, using the Service Leadership Index®, has benchmarked the IT industry
worldwide every quarter and it is the largest, most detailed, and most accurate benchmark database in
the industry. Service Leadership developed the Operational Maturity Level (OML) rating scale based on:
Benchmarking thousands of IT solution providers (TSPs).
Years of experience building and running multiple best-in-class TSPs.
Consulting with thousands of TSPs to improve their businesses.
Analyzing which business practices are used by the high performers in the Service Leadership
Index and which are used by the low performers.
The OML scale looks at the operational characteristics of TSPs and rates them on a scale of 1-5 on their
ability to operate their businesses in an optimal way, ultimately re�ected by their pro�tability, as shown in
Figure 1 below.

_________
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TSPs who are at OML 1 or 2 most often deliver bottom quartile pro�tability and inconsistent growth.
They also struggle to grow and scale, provide a good customer experience and differentiate themselves
positively in the marketplace.
Those at OML 3 most often are delivering median pro�t and moderate growth, and are starting to be
more scalable, and deliver a higher quality, better differentiated customer experience.
Those who are OML 4 or 5 most often deliver top quartile pro�tability and strong growth, have a scalable
business model, deliver a great customer experience and are positively differentiated in the marketplace.

Why is OML important?
The Service Leadership Index shows that top and bottom quartile performing TSPs exist in every market
worldwide, regardless of where that market is, or how large or small it is. It also shows there are top and
bottom quartile performers of all company sizes and ages, pursuing every target customer segment,
using various tool vendors and representing various product vendors.
In other words, while these factors have some effect on �nancial and operational performance, even
combined they have little effect in comparison to the degree to which an TSP management identi�es the
best practices for their business and puts them to work.
This is good news, because it means that – to reach top quartile pro�tability and strong growth – an
TSP doesn’t need to move, say, from a big city to a small town, or vice versa. They do not need to drop
_________
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one vendor’s products and choose another’s.
What they do need is to identify the best practices which apply to their speci�c TSP business model and
put them into action. We call these best practices, “OML Traits.”
To drive up your �nancial performance, scalability and customer experience:
The �rst step is to identify the speci�c TSP business model you are in, that is, your Predominant
Business Model™ (PBM™), so that you will know the speci�c economic drivers you must optimize.
Knowing your PBM will then allow you to correctly pick from the array of TSP best practices, those
which apply to your economic drivers.
Service Leadership categorizes the TSP community into 10 PBMs. Each PBM – such as managed service
provider (MSP), value-added reseller (VAR), Project-Centric, etc. – has a materially different economic
model and, while some best practices are shared by all, each also has other best practices speci�c to it.
(Determine your PBM and learn more about OML.)
Here are some examples of the differences in economic drivers between TSPs in different business
models:
Best Practices
Factor

One PBM Versus…

…a Different PBM

Pace of
Upgrades in
the
Customers’
Environment

VARs and Project-Centric TSPs: Upgrade
as often as possible. “I make more money
when the customer buys and implements
something new.”

MSPs: Once on the MSP’s standards, upgrade as
infrequently as possible. “I make more money
where there is the least change to the environment
I’m managing.”

Need to
Proactively
Reduce
Inbound
Service
Requests

Hourly Support TSPs: More work (tickets)
per customer equals more pro�t. “When
they open a ticket, I get to do work and bill
for it.”

MSPs: Less work (tickets) per customer equals
more pro�t. “I proactively strive to reduce the
inbound ticket volume so I have the least cost
against my �xed revenue.”

Obviously, the best practices to achieve these different outcomes are different. Thus, knowing your PBM
is a prerequisite to knowing which best practices to adopt and what is needed to implement these best
practices.

What are Some Examples of OML Traits, and How is a TSP Scored on Them?
There are 39 OML Traits that MSPs who deliver top quartile �nancial performance have largely mastered
and enable them to perform the way they do. Six OML Traits are scored in the Modes Assessment. MSPs
_________
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in the bottom quartile have largely not mastered and may not even be aware of. Likewise, for VARs, there
are 32 OML Traits, some shared with MSPs, and some unique to that PBM.
Here are some examples of OML Traits shared across all PBMs, and their low and high OML
characteristics. Please note these are simpli�ed versions. Full versions that provide a more thorough
assessment of the TSP, as well as cust omized guidance on how to improve, is available in Service
Leadership’s OML coaching tool, SLIQ™. In an actual OML assessment, materially more detail and
precision are involved, such that one of �ve levels of maturity, and guidance on improvement, can be
assigned.
Functional
Area

Finance

Sales

OML Trait

Low OML
Behavior

High OML
Behavior

Use of
Budgets
in
Managing
the
Company

As long as
our revenue
is growing
faster than
our expenses
by year end,
we’re in good
shape. We do
pro�t sharing
at the end of
the year with
whatever
seems like a
fair amount.

Each year we
set a budget
for all our
revenues and
costs, and we
run the
company to
attain those
quarterly and
annual goals.
Incentives are
based on how
close we get
each period.

Planning your revenue and costs in advance each
year results in a higher success rate at hitting
those goals. It becomes easier to make
investments and track their success, to mitigate
risks, and to measure individual and team
performance. Paying incentives based on budget
goal attainment best aligns executive, manager
and individual behavior and performance to
shareholders’ goals.

CrossSelling
Execution

We sell
whatever we
can of our
offerings, to
who we can.

100% of
clients buy
100% of our
offerings

Your goals are in service are: high simplicity and
low service cost. Your goal in sales is to maximize
revenue per customer. The top performers attain
these by getting every customer to look the same,
and invest the most in IT by selling to nearly 100%
of them, nearly 100% of what they offer.

Why

_________
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Sales

Service

Marketing
Strategy
and
Execution

We invest in
multiple
marketing
activities, and
we hope they
drive enough
leads by year
end.

Quarterly
Business
Reviews

We have
periodic,
strategic
meetings
with our
managed
customers,
either
quarterly,
twiceannually or
once a year,
depending on
their size,
com plexity
and their
desire to
meet.

We set goals
for the
number of
leads we need
each quarter
to make our
growth goals,
plan our
marketing
spend
accordingly,
and adjust
quarterly.

Investments most often produce a positive return
when the desired return, and the volume of
activities needed to produce it, are determined in
advance. Top growing �rms budget marketing
spending and the number of leads to be produced,
just as they budget Service revenue and cost, and
sales cost and production. Marketing people are
paid on attaining that budgeted lead �ow, in the
target quarters.

We have four
strategic
meetings
each year
with each
managed
customer,
with no
exceptions.

When Managed Service is going well, the customer
often misperceives that the MSP is doing little. In
addition, customers can forget that the MSP
provides more than just tactical value. Lastly, to
implement and maintain an effective technology
stack, and optimally utilize the Project Services
team(s), the MSP must continually get preapproval for capital and operating budget, 3-4
quarters in advance of invoicing. Regardless of
customer size or complexity, these outcomes can’t
be accomplished with fewer than 4 meetings per
year, i.e., one per quarter.

The OML scale looks at the operational characteristics of TSPs and rates them on a scale of 1-5 on their
ability to operate their businesses in an optimal way, ultimately re�ected by their pro�tability. The OML
scale is detailed in the Appendix.

How does OML improvement align with Modes mindset to bene�t partners?
Your Mode de�nes what your goal or purpose is, in owning a TSP company. Are you just starting out?
Are you seeking a steady work/life balance? Are you trying to build stock value over time? Are you trying
to drive high growth in stock value over a shorter period of time?

_________
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Any of these is a valid reason to own a TSP. And, from time to time, owners may switch Modes as their
goals change.
The bene�t of OML improvement is that regardless of your Mode, improving your OML makes it more
likely that you will reach the goal of your Mode faster, with less resource and risk, and with fewer blind
alleys.
None of the Modes are easy paths to traverse – the nature of owning a TSP business makes this so –
but they are all made easier and less risky by more quickly �nding and adopting the proven best
practices for your PBM. That is the purpose of the OML approach:
OML Assessment: to what extent do your management methods resemble the high performers or
low performers in your PBM, and
OML Diagnostic/Rx: At your speci�c OML, what are the speci�c steps you can take, in order of
likely return on invested effort, to drive up your OML, and do things more like the top performers
do.

What can I do to improve my OML within my Mode?
Benchmark your TSP with the Service Leadership Index, use SLIQ, join an Evolve peer group and/or work
with one of the Service Leadership-Certi�ed consultants and peer group operators worldwide.
______

"The key here is the Modes aspect. You have to know where you are going. Just
the fact that you know where you are going, you've de�ned where you are going,
your people know, your planning is pointed that way, your attainment tracking is
pointed at that, your ConnectWise resources are pointed at where you want to
go, then you are much more likely to get there. Operational Maturity Level is the
step-by-step way to do it."
- Paul Dippell, VP, Ecosystem Evangelism, ConnectWise

_________
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Modes Resources
Modes Theory™
Mode Theory™ Assessment
Modes Theory webpage
Modes Theory Partner videos (showcasing all Modes)
Service Leadership
Service Leadership Index 2021® Annual Report Bundles (Download a 10-page excerpt from the Annual Report.)
Determine your Predominant Business Model (PBM) and learn more about OML.
Learn more about Predominant Business Models.
IT Nation
IT Nation Evolve Peer Groups (designed for all Modes)
IT Nation Share Groups (designed for all Modes)
IT Nation Connect and IT Nation Secure events (designed for all Modes)
ConnectWise Partner Program/Cybersecurity
ConnectWise Partner Program for Cybersecurity
IT Nation Certify cybersecurity training
ConnectWise University
Partner Kit: Security
Partner Kit: Operational Maturity
Partner Kit: Mergers and Acquisitions
Modes Webinars and Lessons
ConnectWise Colleague and Ecosystem Engagement
ConnectWise Account Managers
ConnectWise Partner Success Managers
ConnectWise Business Consultants
Align with Strategic Planning Methodologies (EOS, StratOp, Strategyzer)

_________
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About Modes Theory
The Modes Theory Assessment is an ongoing tool for TSP owners, leaders, and ecosystem partners. The
assessment was launched at IT Nation Connect in November 2021 and is currently in its third revision.
The assessment currently produces four data points which are maintained by ConnectWise for use by
colleagues:
1. Assessment Date
2. Modes Mindset
3. OML Score
4. Opt-in Response

As you saw by completing the assessment, the Opt-in response included this note: “By taking the Modes
Theory™ Assessment ConnectWise will record your completion date, Modes Mindset, OML score, and
Opt-In response - not the full Modes Assessment Report you may download next. If you agree to share
your Assessment, ConnectWise may share your Assessment results with key colleagues for the reasons
described above and below.”
The full Modes Theory Assessment Report PDF is available to key colleagues for respondents who opt-in
to sharing.
Please contact Scott Scrogin (SScrogin@ConnectWise.com) if you have questions.
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